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Esperanza ET103 CLASSIC+ Notebook Bag (17")

Esperanza ET103 CLASSIC+ 17" laptop case
Esperanza ET103 CLASSIC+ bag is an ideal solution for owners of laptops up to 17", who value organization and convenience in travel or
everyday use. Made of high-quality materials, it features an adjustable laptop compartment, metal-reinforced side walls and a soft foam
layer inside for effective protection against damage. A functional front pocket makes it easy to store accessories, and a laptop-holding
strap further secures the device.
 
Comprehensive protection
You no longer have to worry about the safety of your device while traveling! With reinforced side walls and a soft foam layer inside, your
laptop is effectively protected from accidental bumps and shocks. Whether you're traveling for work, college or vacation, you can rest
assured that your equipment is safe and protected all the way.
 
Designed for your convenience
The bag is equipped with an adjustable shoulder strap for unparalleled carrying comfort. Thanks to the ability to adjust the length of the
strap to your preference,  you can move freely with your laptop without  worrying about discomfort,  and the rubber pad placed on the
middle part of the strap prevents the bag from moving and reduces pressure on your shoulder.
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Thoughtful design
Now you can have all  the necessary accessories with you! On the front and inside the bag you will  find practical pockets that provide
excellent organization -  the perfect place for documents, cables, chargers or other small  accessories. What's more, inside you'll  find a
strap to hold your notebook, further securing your equipment as you move around.
 
 
ManufacturerEsperanzaModelET103ColorBlackCompatibilityLaptop up to 17" diagonalCompartment dimensions42 x 30.6 x 4.6 cm

Price:

Before: € 9.0036

Now: € 7.50
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